
PDPM Navigator

PDPM Navigator® is the most popular PDPM app in the 
country for skilled nursing! Its rich feature set makes it 
ideal for a wide range of use cases:

• Education

• Pre-admission estimates

• IPA checks

• Triple-Check

• Reference

• Clinical Pathways

Every aspect of PDPM is present so you can see the  
effect of changing any part of the assessment and  
understand how it impacts not only your HIPPS code,  
but also your pay for the entire country. 

Our PDPM Navigator offers you unlimited value and  
benefits that will help you manage your business better 
than ever before:

• Flexibility, no matter your skill level

• Reference Material at your fingertips

• See any NTA and SLP ICD-10s  
with just one click

• Nine Clinical Pathways,  
including a Covid-19 Pathway

• Compare HIPPS Codes 
quickly and easily

Document Navigator

Imagine spending more of your time using your clinical 
judgment and less time reading hundreds of pages of 
documentation searching for relevant information.

Document Navigator™ (DocNav) is your new personal  
digital assistant for PDPM. It quickly and efficiently  
reads your incoming patient documentation and identifies 
conditions, procedures, medications and more. DocNav 
reads quickly, has an amazing vocabulary, works 24×7, 
knows ALL the ICD codes, speech co-morbidities and 
nursing conditions and will read multiple documents  
simultaneously. 

It also uses the latest artificial intelligence and is  
continually getting better each time it reads a document. 
Once you start using DocNav, you’ll quickly see that it’s  
a game-changer based on its key benefits: 

• Is Simple to Use: DocNav™ has a simple drag and 
drop interface, right in your browser. There is nothing to 
install and no updates to do.

• Increases Productivity:  Within seconds, DocNav™ 
will automatically generate a list of findings from your 
document AND show you WHY. You can click on any 
condition and highlight just those words that caused the 
condition to trigger. 

• Keeps You in Control: You can view your original PDF 
document with PDPM conditions highlighted in place so 
you can review information in context. You can also view 
a list of conditions and recommendations right in your 
original PDF document.

• Is Powerfully Accurate: You can quickly and easily 
find non-therapy ancillaries and important PDPM  
conditions related to nursing and speech. For ICD-10 
based conditions, DocNav™ will give you the list of  
relevant codes, right in the output, when and where  
you need them.

Broad River Rehab Puts Powerful Apps and Online 
Tools in the Palm of Your Hand and at Your Fingertips

Navigate your way to

Data-Driven SUCCESS!



Med A Census Navigator

Census Navigator™ is an app that allows you to search 
for any hospital in the United States and see how many 
Medicare Part A discharges that hospital had AND which 
skilled nursing facilities those patients went to. But that’s 
not all. 

Census Navigator™ will help you answer these questions:

• What percentage of a hospital’s Part A discharges  
actually end up in a skilled nursing facility?

• Specifically, which SNFs get those Part A admissions?

• Do the SNFs with the highest star ratings get those  
admissions?

• Do the closest SNFs tend to get the Part A admissions?

• Which hospitals send Part A patients to SNF XX? (ANY 
SNF in the United States that accepted Med As.)

• Why does that 2 star SNF that’s 10 miles further away 
from my 4 star SNF get more Part A admissions than 
me?! (Well, it won’t help you answer that question,  
but it will start you asking the right questions.)

Ready to Navigate Your Community 
to Data-Driven Success?

All of our apps and online tools are built on the breadth of 
knowledge and compassionate care that we deliver every 
day. That’s why they are included as part of every contract 
with our provider clients; however, some of our tools are 
free to any provider and can be found on our website, 
www.broadriverrehab.com. 

Please contact us today to start a strategy session with 
us. We’re ready to help you make positive changes in your 
community! Call us at 800.596.7234.

775 Haywood Road; Suite H; Asheville, NC 28806

Phone: 800.596.7234 or 828.774.5222  
Fax: 828.774.5254


